Letters Received Regarding Temp Services
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From: David Schoch [mailto:DSchoch@goodwillny.org]
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2016 2:43 PM
To: Filburn, Susan M (OGS) <Susan.Filburn@ogs.ny.gov>
Subject: Procurement Council Vote this Thursday
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Dear Procurement Council Member Filburn:
As a member of the New York State Procurement Council you are scheduled to vote on proposed definitions
for Preferred Source offerings at the Council’s next meeting on Thursday, July 14. Included is a proposed
definition for Temporary Personnel, Office that states:
Temporary Personnel:
Office (recommend changing title to Temporary Personnel – Office) is a temporary worker hired for a pre-determined
period of time to assist a customer in an office environment. The worker may be asked to complete administrative and
clerical tasks including, but not limited to, answering and directing calls, opening and distributing mail, operating office
equipment, or other similar tasks as assigned. The worker may assist with a wide range of clerical and administrative
functions. This service does not include professional, IT, or trade services.

The exclusion of professional, IT and trade services is a change in current service offerings that jeopardizes not
only 150 individuals with disabilities currently placed in professional and IT positions through NYSID, but
potentially jeopardizes all temporary staffing Contracts served by NYSID that include even one professional or
IT title. If NYSID cannot fulfill the form, function and utility of an entire contract, the Contract will not be
eligible for placement through NYSID. This affects 700 individuals with disabilities currently working through
NYSID Temporary Staffing Contracts and thousands who are employed annually under current guidelines.
Four reasons the definition needs revising:
1. Updating definitions should not eliminate jobs currently filled by individuals with disabilities (Currently
700 jobs)
2. There are individuals with disabilities at all levels who need the benefit of Preferred Source (150
Professional and IT workers are currently benefitting from Preferred Source)
3. The exclusions listed in the definition jeopardize contracts for Temporary Office Workers if they
contain even one Professional or IT title. (95.6% of the 1,085,462 hours worked by Temporary
Personnel in 2015 involve contracts that contain at least one Professional or IT title)
4. Using Preferred Source for Temporary Personnel contracts that include some IT and Professional titles
has benefited NY State:
a. 1,292 qualified individuals with significant disabilities were paid wages of $14,408,530.78 in
2015, turning them into tax-payers and limiting benefits paid.
b. While Preferred Source guidelines allow billing rates that are up to 15% higher than prevailing
rates, Professional and IT titles placed through NYSID are typically below prevailing rates. Here
is a sampling of Professional titles the Procurement Council has identified:
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Professional Titles
Listed by Procurement Council as excluded
that are Currently Filled through Preferred
Source
Lawyer
Paralegal / Legal Assistants
Social Workers (BSW)
Accountant
1

NYSID’s
Rate
$77.341
$30.931
$38.672
$40.211

Bureau of
Labor
Statistics NY
$84.14
$32.75
$37.01
$57.27

Salary.com
+ 30%
Glassdoor.com
Agency
+ 30% Agency
Markup
Markup
$108.38
$83.92
$46.36
$35.74
$38.16
$34.05
$48.98

$42.65

2

Below Prevailing Rates Within 15% of Prevailing Rates

Temporary Personnel has been one of NY State’s most successful Preferred Source offerings, employing over
16% of the individuals with disabilities placed through NYSID each year. The change in the proposed
definition--Excluding professional and IT titles—threatens to eliminate an entire category of job opportunities
and a service that has successfully benefited Government Agencies, individuals with disabilities and New York
State for over 20 years.
The signatures and comments on the petition linked below oppose excluding Professional and IT Titles. Please
speak up at Thursday’s meeting. Represent the people of New York. Object to the exclusions of Professional
and IT titles. Vote YES on a definition that provides clarity, but does not target the jobs of hard working New
Yorkers with disabilities.
https://www.change.org/p/stop-ny-state-from-limiting-jobs-for-people-with-disabilities
Thank you for your support.
Sincerely,
David Schoch
Senior Vice President
GoodTemps Division
Goodwill Industries of Greater NY and Northern NJ
25 W 45th Street, Floor 9
New York, NY 10036
Office (646) 810-9711
Cell (917) 414-7703
Fax (212) 986-9516
dschoch@goodwillny.org

This e-mail and any attachments may contain confidential and
privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient,
please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail, delete this
e-mail and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this
information by a person other than the intended recipient is
unauthorized and may be illegal.
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